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A theoretical analysis of the power spectra of diffusers with a series of pseudorandom phase
sequences is presented. General equations describing three typical cases of power spectra are derived
by making use of the constraints assumed. Profiles of the power spectra showed good agreement with
the results of numerical computation using the fast-Fourier-transform algorithm. The images of the
diffusers through a double-diffraction optical system were also evaluated by computer simulation.
The advantage of pseudorandom phase sequences over random phase sequences is discussed from
the viewpoint of signal-to-noise ratio.

INTRODUCTION

The use of diffusers in recording holograms of two-dimen-
sional objects has been studied for improving various aspects
of the wave-front reconstruction, such as image quality, re-
dundancy, diffraction efficiency, etc. The role of diffusers
is essentially that of coding the object beam with some phase
plate which modifies the spatial frequency spectrum of the
object information, while giving little effect in the irradiance
of the reconstructed image. The phase coding techniques
presented so far can be tentatively classified into three types
that are based on, respectively, random phase sequences,
deterministic phase sequences, and pseudorandom phase
sequences (PRPS's). Some typical cases with the former two
were analyzed elsewhere in detail.1-5 A special case of the
third type of coding was presented in a previous paper,6 and
consists of four phase levels (0, 7r/2, 7r, 3ir/2); phase steps of
gr/2 or -7r/2 are repeated at random so that the irradiance
fluctuations among the sampling points are more suppressed.
The computer simulation of Fourier holography with the
random and the pseudorandom diffusers showed improved
image quality. 7

Further development of the pseudorandom diffusers was
implemented with special attention to the forms of the power
spectra corresponding to the respective phase sequences. As
an interesting result of the discussions, a new type of PRPS
was derived by modifying the three-level PRPS such that the
power spectrum was strictly band-limited by itself.8

The purpose of this paper is to approach these problems
from an analytical point of view, which makes it possible to
design a class of diffusers effective for various optical systems
including diffraction-limited holography. We will show ex-
plicitly that the forms of the power spectra are controlled
preferably by choosing a suitable PRPS. We will also eval-
uate the signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of the reconstructed im-
ages with given PRPS and given aperture size of the holo-
grams.

I. FRAMEWORK OF ANALYSIS

Figure 1 illustrates a one-dimensional setup of a double
diffraction optical system; an object transparency at the plane
P1 is imaged by a pair of Fourier transform lenses L1 and L2
onto the plane P 2 , in which an aperture of size DH is placed
at the spectrum plane Hm. The optical system described here
simulates conveniently a typical case of Fourier holography,
if the characteristic of the recording media is neglected. The
aperture size DH corresponds to that of the holograms.

We begin our analysis by assuming that a diffuset with
amplitude transmittance g(x1 ) is given at the object plane P1 ,
and is illuminated by plane-parallel light of wavelength X.
The object other than the diffuser is abbreviated in order to
derive just the fundamental performances of the diffusers.
The results of the analysis, however, allow us to estimate the
results for most continuous tone objects since, if such object
transparencies are superposed with the diffuser, the modified
spectrum distribution of the objects would be governed pre-
dominantly by the characteristic of the diffuser.

Now the complex amplitude distribution G (Q) at the plane
Hm is proportional to the Fourier transform ofg(xD). Omit-
ting a constant factor, we have

G(Q) = f g(xi) exp27ri xl)dxl.

The irradiance distribution IH(Q) at the plane Hm is

IHQ() = GQ() - GQ)*,

(1)

(2)

where the asterisk denotes the complex conjugate. The am-
plitude t (Q) of the aperture at the plane Hm is, using the rec-
tangle function,9

(3)

so that the irradiance of the band-limited image at the plane
P2 is given by

I2(x2) = 3 5 t(Q) * G(Q) exp(2,-i x2 2~d| . (4)

Let us define a one-dimensional model of the diffuser that
consists of 2N + 1 sampling areas with width L and period P,
to which each term of a phase sequence k0-N, 0-N+1, . 00,

', N-1, ON} is associated respectively, as shown in Fig. 2.

PLANE f * f J f W f ,
WAVE (Y'l

Pi Li Hm L2 P2

FIG. 1. Double-diffraction optical system. An object at the plane P1 is
imaged through an aperture of the size DH onto the plane P2 .
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FIG. 2. Schematic model of a one-dimensional diffuser with a pseudo-
random phase sequence.

Then, the amplitude transmittance of the diffuser is

N I x. - np
g(x1 ) = E rect exp(iOn), (5)

n=-N L
where On denotes the phase shift corresponding to the nth
sampling area. Here the essential property of the phase se-
quence under consideration is generally expressed in terms
of the constraint

On - tn-I = 2w/S

2r(S - 1)IS,
where S represents the number of the phase levels. The cases
of phase differences -27/S and -27r(S - 1)/S are considered
to be equal to 2r(S - 1)/S and 27/S, respectively. We ex-
press phase differences and phase levels by positive values
hereafter. Further, it is assumed that the occurrence of the
phase difference 2w/S or 27(S - 1)/S arises with equal
probability 1/2 for a sufficiently large number N.

We now define, for the convenience of our analysis, the
autocorrelation function of g(xI);

A(x1) = f g(u) -g*(u -x) du. (7)

According to the autocorrelation theorem, the Fourier
transform of A(x1) is the squared modulus of the Fourier
transform of g(x1 ), so that we have, from Eqs. (1) and (2),

IH( )= f A(x ) exp (2ri ix i1)dx1. (8)

Substituting Eq. (5) for Eq. (7), we obtain

2N N
A(x1 ) = (2N + 1)B(x1 ) + E E_ JB(x1 - MP)

M=1 n=-N+M

X exp[i(n - n- A + B(xi + MP)
X exp[i(On - On+M)II, (9)

where

B(x 1 + MP) = rect (L) rect (U - X1 :F MP) du, (10)

and (On -O 4nM can take any of the values 0, 27r/S, 27r.2/S,....
and 2r(S - 1)/S, with a probability depending on M and the
phase difference All - On±M.

II. ANALYSIS OF POWER SPECTRA

In this section, we first examine the algebraic formulas that
apply to ideal forms of the power spectra for the three-level
and the four-level PRPS, namnely corresponding to S = 3 and
S = 4, respectively, in Eq. (6). Then we formalize the special
case with a six-level complex pseudorandom phase sequence
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TABLE i. Examples of the PRPS.

Typeof sequence Phase sequence

4 - L - PRPS a Ta ,r n, n ,Tr n', T o ,

3 -L -PRPS jn, 0 , Tn. at 0 , Tr 4 Tr

6- L-CPRPS -Tr, n, 0 , mitT In, T.r ,n,- Trr

(CPRPS) by modifying the case with S = 3. Examples of
these three types of phase sequences are listed in Table I.

A. Four-level PRPS
In the case of the four-level PRPS, Eq. (6) is reduced to

On - 011-1 = 7/2

or (11)

(3/2) 7r.

We see that the phase difference On - On-M falls into one of
the four levels (0, w/2, 7, 37/2) with a probability depending
on M and its phase value as discussed before; for example, On
- 'n-2 and On - On+2 become either 0 or w with equal prob-
ability. Calculation of Eqs. (9) and (8) under the constraint
of Eq. (11), however, requires the complete set of the proba-
bilities that describe the case other than On - On+, and On -
On±2- Therefore we define the probability Pr(J, M) that the
terms On - OnsM have the phase 7J/2 (J = 0, 1, 2, 3), which
can be derived as shown in Table II.

The autocorrelation function (9) can be evaluated in the
form of the expected value E[A(X 1 )] instead of A(x1 ) by
making use of the probability function Pr (JM) defined above.
We have

A(x 1 ) = (2N+ 1)B(x 1)

+ 2N[B(xi - P) + B(x1 + P)]
X [Pr(0,1) + jPr(1,1) - Pr(2,1) - iPr(3,1)]

+ (2N-M + 1)[B(xi-MP) + B(x1 + MP)]
X [Pr(0,M) + jPr(lM) - Pr(2,M) - iPr(3,M)]

+ [B(xi-2NP) + B(xi + 2NP)I
X [Pr(0,2N) + iPr(1,2N) - Pr(2,2N) - iPr(3,2N)I. (12)

TABLE II. Values of the probability P,(JAM) that O,, - OnM in the
four-level PRIPS takes values RJ/2 (J = 0,1,2,3).

M 1 2 3 - M
J\Mo oIo + (j1)M

_ _ 2 4

11 1 0 1
1 2 2 4 __

2 0 0 1+ (~1)M
2 4

3 1 0 - I I- (1 )M
2 2__ _ _ _ _ 4 _ _
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FIG. 3. Normalized forms of the power spectra for the respective diffusers
with three typical phase sequences; L = P = 50 ,u, X 488 nm, and f =
70 mm.

The first term in Eq. (12) indicates the autocorrelation of one
sampling area multiplied by the total number of the sampling
areas, and the remaining terms relate to the correlations be-
tween a sampling area and the other sampling areas. Using
the respective values of Pr(JM) given by Table II, we ob-
tain

E[A(x1)l = (2N + 1) B(x 1 ). (13)

Equation (13) is the same as the result for the random phase
sequence of (0,7r) calcualted by Burckhardt.1 Substituting
Eq. (13) for Eq. (8), we have the irradiance distribution in the
plane Hm

E [IH ()] = (2N + 1 )L2 sinc 2(L t/Xf), (14)

where

sinc(L t/Xf) = siLn/tf f'

Equation (14) shows that the power spectrum of the four-level
PRPS is equal to that of one sampling are multiplied by the
number of the sampling areas.

The power spectrum calculated from Eq. (14) is shown in
Fig. 3. The corresponding profile (4-L-PRPS) suitably nor-
malized is plotted as a function of (, in which parameters L
= 50 ,, X = 488 nm and f = 70 mm are assumed by way of an
example. It is noticed that the width between the first two
zeros of this profile is 2Xf/L = 1.37 mm, which corresponds
to the Airy disc of one sampling area, if the aperture is circular.
The other forms of the power spectrum will be explained in
the following sections.

B. Three-level PRPS
The essential condition for the three-level PRPS is

-kn-i = 27r/3
or (15)

(4/3)7r

If we modify the definition of Pr (JM) as the probability that
the phase difference 0,I - q5nM becomes 27rJ/3 (J = 0,1,2),
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the probabilities corresponding to J and M are again given as
listed in Table III. By making use of Pr(JM), the autocor-
relation function Eq. (9) becomes

E[A(x1)] = (2N+ 1)B(x1)
+ 2N[B(xl-P) + B(xl + P)]

X PPr(O,1) + Pr(1,1) exp i 7r + Pr(2,1) exp (i

+ (2N - M + 1)[B(xi - MP) + B(xl + MP)]

X [Pr(0,M) + Pr(1,M) exp (i 2r + Pr(2,M) exp (i 41

+ [B(xi - 2NP) + B(xi + 2NP)]

X [Pr(0,2N) + Pr(1,2N) exp i - 4
+ Pr(2,2N) exp i 4]. (16)

Substituting the respective probabilities shown in Table III
for Eq. (16), we have

E[A(x1)] = (2N+ 1)B(x1)
2N

+ , (2N - M + 1)[B(xi - MP) + B(xi + MP)]
M=1

[M/2- 1] [(M-1)/2]
([ 2-2k-1 - 5 2 -21k-1

k=O k=O

[M/2] [(M-1)/2]
+ , 2 -2k - 2 -2k

h=1 k=1

2N
_ 2N -- M(2N+ 1)B(x1 ) + (2N 1)

M=1 1

X [B(x1 - MP) + B(x1 + MP)], (17)

where [g] denotes a maximum integer number less than the
real number g (Gauss's symbol). Equations (8) and (17) give
the power spectrum

2N (1)M
E[IHQ()] = M2N I+2 1 2 (2NM ±1

X cos (27r MP A)] L2sinC2(L L ). (18)

The power spectrum calculated from Eq. (18) (3-L-PRPS) is
also shown in Fig. 3. The form of this curve suffers a notable

TABLE IlIl. Values of the probability P,(J,M) that kn - 0n+M in the
three-level PRPS takes value 27rJ/3 (J = 0,1,2). [ ] denotes Gauss's
symbol.

2 3 M

1 M4~ 2k1~,~
0 0 2 4 E22 _

__ __ BMt2L.k. rMv] -2kc~ ~ 1 3 ~ =2-57 2
2 4 8 kE0 k21

2 1 3 LI -2k-1 M 2k
2 2 4 8 k=0 k=1
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The absolute ratios of the maxima of the power spectra thus
obtained for the four-level, the three-level, and the six-level
phase sequences were also found to be 1:1.27:1.95.

111. EVALUATION OF THE DIFFUSERS BY
COMPUTER SIMULATION

In this section we evaluate the properties of the respective
diffusers by simulating again the optical system shown in Fig.
1, in which computer techniques based on the fast-Fourier
transform algorithm are applied. This includes numerical

FIG. 4. Relation between the three-level and six-level diffusers; the
imaginary three-level diffuser with sampling areas of size 3L and period
2L (a) is just equivalent to the six-level diffuser with sampling areas of size
L and period L (b).

depression in the vicinity of t = 0, which is due to the fact that
the sum of the correlations between a sampling area and other
sampling areas in Eq. (17) does not average to zero. Such a
depression is directly related to the third term in the square
brackets of Eq. (18), which is a periodic function with minima
at t = +nXf/P (n = 0, 1, 2, ... .). The comparison of the two
forms corresponding to S = 3 and S = 4 may suggest a possi-
bility of constructing a more band-limited diffuser, which will
be discussed in the next section.

C. Six-level CPRPS
Here we discuss the simple case of the six-level CPRPS,

which is obtained by inserting the median phase of the adja-
cent phase levels between the respective phase terms of the
three-level PRPS as illustrated in Table I. We consider that
the width L of the sampling areas is equal to the sampling
period P of the diffuser. Then the algebraic formula for the
power spectrum of the six-level CPRPS can be obtained di-
rectly from Eq. (18), if we assume that each width of the
sampling area of the three-level PRPS is equal to 3L, and that
the sampling period is 2L. Such an imaginary extension of
the three-level to the six-level phase sequence is explained in
Fig. 4, wherein the respective superposed areas of the width
L give rise to new phase levels.

Thus we obtain the power spectrum of the six-level diffuser
with 2N + 1 sampling areas from Eq. (18), by replacing 2N,
L, and P with N, 3L, and 2L, respectively,

F N - 1 2
E[IH()] = 9[N+ 1 + 2 (N-M + 1) ( m

X cos (4rML ATt)j L2sinc 2 (3L AT ). (19)

In the above diffuser, the width of the sampling areas at both
the terminals is 2L. The result, however, is hardly influenced
by such irregularities for a sufficiently large number N.
Evaluation of Eq. (19) shows that E[IH( )] drops initially to
zero at t = dXf/3L. Thus the width of the main lobe of the
power spectrum is reduced to one-third of that given by Eqs.
(14) and (18).

The power spectrum which has already been shown in Fig.
3 was actually calculated from Eq. (19), wherein the width L
= P = 50 Ai was assumed.
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FIG. 5. Power-spectra obtained by a computer simulation: (a), the
four-level diffuser; (b), the three-level diffuser; (c), and the six-level diffuser.
Other parameters are the same as in Fig. 3.
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computations of the irradiance distributions at both the
spectrum plane Hm and the image plane P2. The image
quality is evaluated in terms of S/N as defined later. The
parameters in these simulations are the same as given in Fig.
3.

The irradiance distributions at the spectrum plane are il-
lustrated in Fig. 5, in which Figs. 5 (a), 5 (b), and 5 (c) show the

normalized power spectra of the four-level, the three-level,
and the six-level diffuser, respectively. The results are in
good agreement with the forms derived by the analytical
process. Figure 6 shows the normalized irradiance distribu-
tions at the image plane of the four-level diffuser with refer-
ence to the original phase levels. The aperture size DH = 1.37
mm is again identical to the width through which the central
portion of the Fourier spectrum has just passed. Figure 7
shows similar results for the six-level diffuser, in which the
aperture size DH = 0.46 mm corresponds to using the main
portion of the power spectrum. It is noted that: (i) the am-
plitude of the sinusoidal fluctuation in the latter case is con-
siderably smaller than the former; (ii) an almost uniform
distribution is obtained in the image plane of the six-level
diffuser when the diffraction limited (for the dimension of one
period L = 50 p) aperture of DH = 0.96 mm is used; and, (iii)
random fluctuations in the image of the latter seem to be
smaller than in the former case. We will calculate the S/N
in order to study quantitatively such behavior of the images.
We specify the signal-to-noise ratio

S/N = 20 loglo [I2'(X2)Iav
[(II2'(X2) - [I2 /(X2 )lav 12)avI1/2'

(20)

.uJ
W
cc

DH=1.37 mm
1.0

0.5I-

1.0

mU
C-3z
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a a45
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,4.
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.
9 6 mm

- i;]

z -.
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FIG. 7. Original phase levels of the six-level diffuser and their normalized
images obtained by a computer simulation. DH indicates the aperture size
corresponding to that of the hologram. Other parameters are also the same
as in Fig. 3.

where

Sx2+Po)/2
I2'(X2) =JX 2-Po/2 I2(X2) dX2,

x 2-PO/2
s Ed

X n2

-3
- 2
-I
- 0

OH=
0
*

9 6
mm

x 2
- 3-2
- 3
-o2

OH=O.
6 9 mm

= Ed
Xj

-3-2
-1
-o

DISTANCE

FIG. 6. Original phase levels of the four-level diffuser and their normalized
images obtained by a computer simulation. DH indicates the aperture size
corresponding to that of the hologram. Other parameters are the same
as in Fig. 3.
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(21)

[I2'(X2)]av denotes the mean value of the irradiance fluctua-
tion, which can be measured if the image is scanned by a
photomultiplier with a slit width PO, and [($I2'(x2) - [I2'-
(X2)]avJ2)av]1/2 is the standard deviation of that irradiance
fluctuation. Figure 8 shows the S/N of the images versus the
hologram size (DH) for some typical diffusers, where the S/N
was calculated from Eqs. (20) and (21) by assuming Po = 50

0

.0

C/,

0.0 1.0 2.0

Hologram Size (mm)

FIG. 8. Calculated signal-to-noise ratio of the image versus hologram size
(SIN vs DH) with respect to the four typical phase sequences; Po = 50 Au
and other parameters are also the same as in Fig. 3.
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A. An optimum size of the hologram is apparently DH = 1.37
mm (chained line) which is equal to the width of the main lobe
of the power spectrum for the three-level and the four-level
diffuser. It is noticed that the curve for the six-level diffuser
keeps better S/N than the other curves at the range of DH <
1 mm. The approximate period of the regular fluctuation
appearing in Fig. 7 (DH = 0.96 mm, DH = 0.69 mm) was about
100 gA, which was twice the period of P = Po = 50 ,u; then the
S/N of about 42 dB was obtained in the case of DH = 0.96 mm
under the modified condition of PO = 100 li. The S/N for the
two-level random-phase sequence (0,-7r) was plotted (2-L-
PRS) as a reference for the cases with PRPS.

IV. SUMMARY

In the foregoing analysis of pseudorandom diffusers we have
derived the typical forms of the power spectrum for the PRPS
including the six-level CPRPS which can yield a spectrum of
almost rectangular shape. The results of the analysis were
compared with those of numerical computation, and the
profiles obtained (Fig. 4 and Fig. 5) showed good agreement
with each other.

The double diffraction process was also simulated by nu-
merical computation with respect to the aperture sizes; the
signal-to-noise ratio of the images of the respective diffusers
was discussed from the viewpoint of the standard deviation
of the irradiance fluctuation. In the region of diffraction
limited imagery, the six-level diffuser yields a relatively uni-
form irradiance distribution, which is generally advantageous
because: (i) distortion of the images due to moir6 between
object and the diffuser can be greatly suppressed; and, (ii) the
loss of object information is also reduced when the optical
image is picked up by some scanning system such as an image
tube. It seems hopeful that diffraction-limited holography
of continuous tone objects with the S/N, e.g., near 40 dB can
be achieved. The effect of the object to be superposed on the
diffuser, however, has not been considered here. If the object
transparency contains a spatial-frequency bandwidth close
to or larger than that of the diffuser, a more detailed analysis
and discussion are needed with respect to the specific
cases.

The comparison between diffusers with the pseudorandom
phase sequences must also take into account the linearity and
the dynamic range of the recording media, if, for example,
holographic applications are concerned. Those aspects of the
diffuser, as well as some experimental results, will be pre-
sented in papers to follow.
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APPENDIX

Power Spectrum for S-level PRPS
In this appendix we extend the analysis to the general for-

mula of the power spectrum corresponding to the S-level
PRPS (S is a number of the quantized phase levels).

As in Sec. I we start with the definition of the probability
Pr (J,M) that 0bn - 0kn4M takes value 2irJ/S (J = 0, 1, 2, .. ,
S - 1). By referring to Tables II and III, Pr (JM) can be
written as

Pr(JM) = (1/2)[P,(J - 1,M - 1) + Pr(J + 1,M - 1)]
(22)

with the initial condition

PI (ill) = 1/2, J = 1 or S-1
0, otherwise,

(23)

where P,(-1,M) and P,(S,M) are considered to be equal to
P. (S - IM) and P (0,M), respectively. The initial condition
Eq. (23) is given from Eq. (6). The autocorrelation function
Eq. (9) becomes, by making use of Pr (JM),

E[A(xi)] = (2N + 1)B(xl)
IN S-1 2

+ Y_ (2N-M + 1) X, P,(J,M) cos -
M=1 J=0 S

X [B(xi - MP) + B(x1 + MP)]. (24)

We obtain the final equation by substituting Eq. (24) for Eq.
(8),

2N S-1
E[IH()] = [2N+ I + 2 a (2N-M+ 1) E P,(JM)

M=1 J=O

x cos (27) X cos (27rMP ;)]L2 sinC2 (L A (25)

Equation (25) is reduced to Eq. (18) or Eq. (14) if we replace
S by 3 or 4. It should be noted that the power spectrum is
shaped into a sharp form when the integer number S is in-
creased in Eq. (25).
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